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REMARKS

Claims 1, 10 and 16 are amended. Claims 1-18, as amended, remain in the application.

No new matter is added by the amendments to the claims.

The Rejections;

In the Final Office Action dated March 19, 2007, the Examiner rejected Claims 1-8, 10,

1 1, 13-16, and 18 wider 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Hayrinen Patent No.

541 1 1 17 in view ofDarwent et al. U.S. Patent No. 3768597.

Regarding Claim 1, the Rxaminer stated that Hayrinen discloses a hydraulic elevator

repair safety platform although not a hydraulic elevator repair safety platform for temporary

installation on an elevator car per se, Hayrinen has all the structure set forth in the claims and the

intended use in the preamble adds no patentable weight to the claims. The Examiner further stated

that Hayrinen discloses a hydraulic elevator repair safety platform comprised of an elojogate

central beam 12 having a jfirst end and a second end, the beam 12 adapted to be releasably

connected to an elevator car 1 during a repair operation and being removed after the repair

operation due to tie bolts 17, The Examiner comniented that Hayjdnen is silent concerning a

guide clamp assembly connected to the beam and adapted to be received by an elevator guide rail

system. According to the Examiner, Darwent teaches a guide clamp assembly 13 connected to a

beam 21 and adapted to be received by an elevator guide rail system 25, Darv^'ent furtlTier teaches

the guide clamp assembly 13 havuag a safety cable 11 and an actuating aim 87 adapted to be

actuated by a downward movement of the elevator car 16, whereby when a central beam 21 is

temporarily connected to the elevator car 1 6 and the safety cable 1 1 is temporarily coxmected to a

shaft in which the elevator car 16 travels normal operation of the elevator car 16 is prevented and

actuation of the actuating arm 87 causes said guide clamp assembly 13 to grip the guide rail

system 25, which facilitates immobilization of the elevator car 16» and it would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to provide a guide clamp

assembly as taugjit by Darwent ct al- to the central beam of the hydraulic elevator disclosed by

Hayrinen to immobilize the elevator car to prevent downward drifts due to hydmulic fluid leaks
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and provide the elevator car with a safety brake shovdd the car over speed in the downward

durection.

Regarding Claim 2, the Examiner stated that Hayrincn further discloses a jRrsl end

portion, shown in Figure 2 as the left end portion of the beam attached to the car fiame, connected

to the first end of the beam 12, shown in Figure 2 as the left end of the beam 12, and a second

end portion, shown in Figure 2 as the right end portion of the beam attached to the car fi^e,

connected to the second end of the beam 12 shown in Figure 2 as the right end ofthe beam 12, the

first end portion and the second end portion adapted to be connected to the elevator car 1

.

Regarding Claim 4, the Examiner stated that Hayrinen is fixrther silent concerning a guide

clamp assembly including a pair of guide clamps, Darwent fturthei teaches the guide clamp

assembly 13 including a pair of guide clamps 47, Darwent further teaches one of the guide clamps

47 being connected to the first end of the beam 21 and another guide clamp 47 being connected to

the second end of the beam 21, Darwent furtlrer teaches the guide clamps 47 adapted to be received

by the elevator guide rail system 25, wherein one guide clamp 47 is actuated by the actuating arm

87 and another guide clamp 47 is actuated by another actuating arm 95 to cause the guide clamps

47 to grip the guide rail system 25, and it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in

the art at the time of the invention to provide a guide clamp assembly including a pair of guide

clamps as taught by Darwent to the central beam of the hydrauUc elevator disclosed by Hayrinen

to immobilize the elevator car to prevent downward drifts due to hydraulic fluid leaks and

provide the elevator Car with a safety brake should the car over speed in the downward direction.

Regarding claim 5, the Examiner commented that Hayrinen is further silent concerning a

guide clamp assembly including a guide clamp linkage. According to the Examiner, Darwent

further teaches a guide clamp assembly 13 includes a guide clamp linkage 89 linking one actuating

arm 87 to another actuating arm 95 to provide a simultaneous actuation the guide clamps 47, and

it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

provide a guide clamp assembly including a guide clamp linkage as taught by Darwent to the

central beam of the hydraulic elevator disclosed by Hayrinen to immobilize tlie elevator car to

prevent downward drifts due to hydraulic fluid leaks, provide the elevator car with a safety brake
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should the car over speed in the downward direction, and facilitate synchronized engagement of

the guide clamps.

Regarding Claim 6, the Examiner commented that Hayrinen- is furth^ silent

concerning a guide, clamp assembly including a safety cable. According to the Examiner,

Darwent further teaches a guide clamp assembly 13 including a safety cable 11 operatively

connected to the guide clamp linkage 89 to cause actuation of the actuating arm 87, 95 of each of

the guide clamps 47, and it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time of the invention to provide a guide clamp assembly including a safety cable as taught by

Darwent to the central beam of the hydraulic elevator disclosed by Hayrinen to immobilize the

elevator car to prevent downward drifts due to hydraulic jQuid leaks and provide the elevator car

with a safety brake should the car over speed in the downward direction.

Regarding Claim 7, the Examiner stated that Hayxinen further discloses a pair of guide

shoes 18 but is silent concerning the guide shoes apart of guide clamps. According to the

bxaminer, Darwent further teaches the guide clamps 47 including a pair of guide shoes 23 for

engagement wdth the guide rail system 25, and it would h^ve been obvious to one of ordinary skill

in the art at the time of the invention to include a pair of guide shoes disclosed by Hayrinen to the

guide clamps taught by Darwent to facilitate the guidance ofthe elevator and guide clamp assembly

on the guide rail system.

Regarding Claim 8, the Examiner stated Hiat Hayrinen fiirther discloses the central beam 12

including a pair of spaced apart channel sections (not numbered but shown in Figure 3) connected

by a plurality of rigging members 1 7.

Regarding Claim 10, the Examiner stated that Hayrinen discloses a hydraulic elevator

repair safety platfonn although not a hydraulic elevator repair safety platfonn for temporary

installation on an elevator car per se, Hayrinen has all the stmcture set forth in the claims. The

intended use in .the preamble adds no patentable weight to the claims, and Hayrinen discloses a

hydraulic elevator repair safety platform comprised of an elongate central beam 12 having a first

end and a second en4 the beam 12 adapted to be releasably connected to an elevator car I and

removed after a repair operation due to tie bolts 17. The Examiner commented that Hayrinen is

silent concerning a pair of guide clamps with actuating arms. According to the Examiner,
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Darwent further teaches a pair of guide clamps 47, each of the guide clamps 47 being comiected

to an associated one of the first and second end3 of a beam 21 and adapted to be received by an

elevator guide rail system 25, Darwent jfiirthcr teaches each of said guide clamps 47 having an

actuating ann 87 for actuation by a downward movement of the elevator car and the actuating

ann 87 being connected to a safety cable 11, whereby when the central beam 21 is temporarily

connected to the elevator oar 16 and the safety cable 11 is temporarily connected to a shaft in

which the elevator car 16 travels normal operation of the elevator car 16 is prevented and ftie

actuation ofthe actuating arm 87, 95 ofeach of lh.e guide clamps 47 causes the guide clamps 47 to

grip the guide rail system 25 vMch. fecilitates immobilization of tiie elevator car 16, and it -would

have been obvious to one of ordiBary skill in the art at the time of the invention to provide

guide clamps having actuating arras as taught by Darwent to the central beam of the hydraulic

elevator disclosed by Hayrinen to immobilize the elevator car to prevent do'wnward drifts due to

hydraulic fluid leaks and provide the elevator car with a safety brake should the car over speed in

the downward direction.

Regarding Claim 1 1, tlie Examiner stated that Ha>Tiiien discloses a first end portion and

said second end portion, shown in Figure 2, adapted to be connected to the elevator car 1, but

Ha}Tinen is silent concerning a jfirst and second end portion disposed between a first and second

end of the beam and guide clamps. According to the Examiner, Darwaut further teaches a first

end portion disposed between a first end of a beam 21, shown in Figure 5 as the left side ofbeam

21, and one of the guide clamps 47, and a second end portion disposed between said second end

ofthe beam 21, shown in Figure 5 as the right side ofbeam 21, and another of said guide clamps

47, Darwent further teaches the first end portion and said second end portion adapted to be

connected to the elevator car 16, and it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the

art at the time ofthe invention to dispose the fim and second end portion ofthe beam disclosed by

Hayrinen between tiie first and second end of the beam and guide clamps taught by Darwent to

facilitate the coxincction between the elevator car and the guide clamps.

Regarding Claim 13, the Examiner commented that Hayrinen is further silent concerning a

guide clamp linkage. According to the Examiner, Darwent further teaches a guide clamp linkage

89 linking the actuating anns 87, 95 to provide a simultaneous actuation ofthe actuating anns 87,
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95, and it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to provide a guide clamp assembly including a guide clamp linkage as taught by Darwent

to the central beam of tibie hydraulic elevator disclosed by Ilayrinen to immobilize the elevator car

to prevent dovmward drifts due to hydraulic fluid leaks, provide the elevator car with a safety

brake should the car over speed in the downward direction, and facilitate synchronized

oigagement ofthe guide clamps.

Regarding Claim 14, the Examiner commented that Hayrinen is further silent concerning

a safety cable. According to the Examiner, Darwent further teaches a safety cable 1 1 connected to

the guide clamp linkage 89 for actuation of actuating arms, and it would have been obvious to

one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to provide a guide clamp assembly

including a safety cable as taught by Darwent to the central beam of the hydraulic elevator

disclosed by Hayrinen to immobilize the elevator car to prevent downward drifts due to hydraulic

fluid lealcs and provide the elevator car wiOi a safety brake should the car over speed in the

downward direction.

Regarding Claim 15, the Examdner stated that Hayrinen further discloses a pair of guide

shoes 18 to engage the elevator guide rail ^stcm 5 but is silent concerning the pair of guide

shoes connected to guide clamps, Darwent ftirther teaches a pair of guide shoes 23 connected" to

each of the guide clamps 47 to engage the elevator guide rail system 25, and it would have been

obviou-s to onfi of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to include a pair of guide

shoes disclosed by Hayrinen to the guide clamps taught by Darwent to facilitate Ihe guidance of

the elevator and guide clamp assembly on the guide rail system.

Regarding Claim 16, the Examiner stated that Hayrinen discloses a hydraulic elevator

repair safety platform alttxough not a hydraulic elevator repair safety platform for temporary

installation on an elevator car per se, Hayrinen has all the structure set forth in the claims. The

intended use in the preamble adds no patentable weight to the cUims, Hayrinen discloses a

hydraulic elevator repair safety platform comprised of an elongate central beam 12 having a first

end and a second end, and Hayrinen fiuther discloses a first end portion, shown in Figure 2 as the

left end portion of the beam attached to the car fiame, disposed on the first end of the beam 12,

shown in Figure 2 as the left end of the beam 12, and adapted to be connected to an elevator car;
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a second end portion, shown in Figure 2 as the right end portion of the beam attached to the car

jframe, disposed on the second end of said beam, shown in Figure 2 as the right end of the beam

12, and adapted lo be xeleasably connected to the elevator car and removed after a repair operation

due to tie bolts 17. The Examiner commented that Hayrinen is fiirther silent conceming a pair of

guide clamps adapted to be received by an elevator guide rail system- According to the Examiner,

Darwent further teaches a pair of guide clamps 47 adapted to be received by an elevator guide rail

system 25, one of the guide clamps 47 connected to a first end portion and another of the guide

clamps 47 connected to the second end portion, Darwent further teaches each ofthe guide clamps

47 having an actuating ann 87, 95, whereby when the central beam 21 is tempoiarily connected to

the elevator car 16 normal operation of the elevator car 16 is prevented and the actuation of the

actuating arm 87, 95 of each of the guide clatnps 47 causes the guide clamps 47 to grip the guide

rail system 25 which facilitates immobilization of the elevator car 16, Darwent further teaches a

guide clamp linkage 89 linking said actuaticg amis 87, 95 to provide a simultaneous actuation of

the actuating anots 87, 95, Darwent furtlier teaches a safety cable 1 1 operatively connected to the

guide clamp linkage 89 to cause actuation of the actuating arms 87, 95 in response to a downward

movement of the elevator car when the safety cable 11 is temporarily connected to a shaft in

which the elevator car 16 travels, and it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the

art at the time of the invention to provide a guide clamp assembly as taught by Darwent to the

central beam of the hydraulic elevator disclosed by Hayrinen to immobilize the elevator car to

prevent downward drifts due to hydraulic fluid leaks and provide the elevator car with a safety

brake should the car over speed in the downward direction.

Regarding Claim 18, the Examiner stated that Hayrinen further discloses a pair of guide

shoes 18 to engage the elevator guide rail system 5 but is silent concerning guide shoes connected

to guide clamps, Darwent further teaches a pair of guide shoes 23 connected to each of the guide

clamps 47 to engage the elevator guide rail system 25, and it would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to include a pair of guide shoes disclosed by

Hayrinen to the guide clamps taught by Darwent to facilitate tJie guidance of the elevator and

guide clamp assembly on the guide rail system.
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The Examiner rejected Claim 3 under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Hayrinen in view of Darwent, and further in view of Chapelain et al. U.S. Patent No. 5035300.

The Examiner commented that Hayrinen is further silent concerning an adjustably connected first

and second end portion. According to tbie Examiner, Chapelain teaches a first end portion 3

adjustably connected to a fijtst end ofa beam 1 and a second end portion 3 is adjustably connected

to a second end of said beam 1 for selectively varying a distance between said first and second

end portions 3, and it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of

&e invention to adjustably c<»mect first and second end portions taught by Chapelain to the first

and second end of the beam disclosed by Hayrinen to stqjply means to ad^t to various elevator

cars.

Regarding Cliaim 17, the Examiner commented that Hayiiaen is further silent concerning

an adjustably connected first and second end portion. According to the Examiner Chapelain

teaches a first end portion 3 adjustably connected to a first end of a beam 1 and a second end

portion 3 is adjustably connected to a second end of said beam 1, and it would have been obvious

to one of ordinary skUl in the art at the time of the invention to adjustably connect first and

second end portions taught by Chapelain to the first and second end of the beam disclosed by

HajTinen to supply means to adapt to various elevator cars.

The Examiner rejected Claim 9 under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Hayrinen in view of Darwent, and further in view ofMizuno JP Publication No. 04-341478. The

Examiner stated that Hayrinen discloses rigging menUsers 17 attached to channel sections 27 but

is silent cottcaning rigging members including U-bolts and retainii^ rod, Mizuno teaches rigging

members include U-bolts 14 attached to channel sections 5 and to retaining rods 13 extending

between the channel sections 5, and it would have been obvious to One of ordinary skill in the art

at the time of the invention to provide the channel sections disclosed by Hayrinen with U-boIts

attached to channel sections and to retaining rods extending between the channel sections to

facilitate the connection between the channel sections ofthe beam.

The Response;
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Jn response to Applicant's argumewt "Hayrinen device only functions to prevent drifting at

floors and does not work between floors", the Examiner noted that the features upon which

Applicant relies (i.e., work between floors) are not recited in the rejected claims. Applicant

amended independent Claims 1, 10 and 16 to recite that when the central beam is temporarily

connected to the elevator car normal operation of the elevator car at anv position of the elevator

car in the shaft is prevented and actuation of the actuating aira(s) causes said guide clamp

asstanbly to grip the guide rail system which J&cilitates immobilization of the elevator car.

Support for these amendments is found on Page 4, Lines 14-15 ofthe specification.

It is important to note that the claimed repair safety platform prevents normal operation of

the elevator car at any position in the shaft during the time that it is installed. The reason for this

is that the roller/slide guides required for, normal operation of the elevator car are removed firom

the underside of the car in order to attach the guide shoe plates 26 at the point where the

roller/slide guides were removed. (See Page 3, Lines 22-27)

Hayrinen shows a safety device that is an arrester permanently attached to the elevator car

to prevent do\%'nwaxd drift from a floor. This arrester does not prevent nomxal operation of the

elevator car and is not temporarily connected during a repair operation. Furtliennore, the

Hayrinen arrester is not actuated by downv^wd movement of the elevator car as defined by

Applicant's claims. Hie Hayrinen arrester 10 is actuated by di.sconnection of electrical power

from the magnets 21. There is no safety cable associated with the HajTinen arrester 10.

In response to Applicant's argument "Darwent does not include a safety cable connected

to a shaft", the Examiner stated that Darwent includes a safety cable 1 1 connected to a shaft via

speed governor 9. AppHcant amended independent Claims 1, 10 and 16 to recite that the safety

cable is temporarily fixedly connected between the actuating arm or the guide clamp linkage and

a ceiling or a wall ofthe shafl. Support for these amendments is found on Page 4, Lines 2-5 and

20-23 ofthe specification.

Darwent et al. shows a flexible guide clamp safety 13 permanently mounted in the lower

horizontal channel members 21 ofthe car sling. A lever arm 87 is connected to a rotatable shaft

65 that is rotated by downward movement of the elevator car. Rotation of the lever aim 87

brings braking surfaces 47a into contact wiib the guide rail 25 to retard the movement of a
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suspended elevator car should it over speed in the downvirard direction. This safety does not

prevent normal operation of the elevator car and is not used during a repair operation. This

safety is actuated by a rope 11 (speed limitcr cable) of an overspeed governor 9. The rope 11

moves with the elevator car and is not connected to die elevator shaft.

fa response to Applicant's argument "Oarwent device only fiinctions in response to an

overspeed condition", Ae Examiner stated that the device taught by Darwrat ftinctions in response

to any movement causing lever 85 to rotate in a clockwise direction. There is no movement that

causes the lever 85 to rotate in a clockwise direction other than continued downward movement

ofthe elevator car 1 after the governor 9 has restrained the rope 11.

Darwent clearly uses a speed limiter cable to trigger the safety gear (overspeed condition).

In contrast, Applicants' safety platform uses a safety cable connected to a stationary shaft

element (ceiling or xvsXl) to trigger the safety gear at zero speed.

Chapelain shows an elevator sheave support beam having an upper tubular body 1

housing a telescopic arm 3 at each end. The axms 3 are retracted for ease of positioning in the

elevator shaft and then are extended into the shaft recesses and locked in position. The body 1 is

not mounted on an elevator car and is permanently mounted to a building. The body 1 does not

prevent normal operation ofthe elevator car and is not used during a repair operation.

Mizuno shows a hanger wheel mounting shaft 13 attached to an elevator car frame lower

beam 5 by U-bolts 14. The beam 5 is permanently attached to the elevator car frame. The beam

5 does not prevent normal operation of tihe elevator car and is not used during a repair operation.

There is no combination of Hayrinen and Darwent that results in the claimed invention.

Hayrinen does not show a removable repair platform, the Hayrinen device only functions to

prevent drifting at floors and does not work between floors, and the Hayrinen device does not

include a safety cable.

Darwent does not show a removable repair platform, the Darwent device only functions

in response to an overspeed condition, and the Darwent device does not include a safety cable

fixedly connected to the shaft. If the Hfiyrinen device and the Darwent device are combined in

the manner suggested by the Examiner, such a combination does not result in a removable repair

platfonn, would not prevent normal operation ofthe elevator and would lack the claimed safely
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cable. The Darwent rope 11 is not the claimed safety cable because the rope is connected to and

moves with the elevator and is not fixedly connected to the elevator shaft. The Darwent rope 11

is suspended in the elevator shaft just like the Darwent elevator car (Sec Fig. 1).

There is no combination of the cited references that shows or suggests the claimed

invention. Specifically, the references do not show or suggest a repair safety platform for

temporary installation on an elevator car wherein the platform is releasably connected to the car

and the safety cable is temporarily comiectcd to the shaft during a repair operation and both are

removed after the repair operation, and wherein when the platfonn is connected to the car and the

safety cable is fixedly connected to the shaft, normal operation at any position of the car in the

shaft is prevented.

In view of the amendments to the claims and the above arguments, Applicant believes

that the claijns of record now defme patentable subject matter over tlie art of record

Accordingly, an early Notice ofAllowance is respectjEully requested.
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